Abstract. Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) is a frequent cause of cognitive decline. While epilepsy is an important comorbidity of Alzheimer's disease, we lack studies on its presence in FTD. We report on an FTD patient with transient, short-term changes of behavior and cognitive performance suggesting non-convulsive epilepsy. Video-EEG recording with foramen ovale (FO) electrodes revealed mesio-temporal epileptiform potentials, undetectable by scalp leads. We also found beta spindles in the FO electrodes, not described in the literature. We conclude that video-EEG monitoring with FO electrodes might usefully complement the assessment of dementia-associated epilepsy opening new perspectives in dementia-research.
INTRODUCTION
The increase in the incidence of major neurocognitive disorders represents an enormous socio-medical burden. Since we are still unable to modify the progression of neurocognitive disorders, recent studies have focused on preventive measures and on early identification of comorbid medical conditions including epilepsy [1] . In Alzheimer's disease (AD), increased risk for developing epileptiform discharges and epileptic seizures have been demonstrated [2] . Apparently, epileptiform activity is associated with accelerated disease progression in both animal [3] and human studies [4] . In AD, therapeutic trials with antiepileptic drugs are promising as well [5] . * Correspondence to: András Horváth, MD, National Institute of Clinical Neurosciences, 57 Amerikaiút, 1145-Budapest, Hungary. Tel.: +36305421019; E-mail: andras.horvath.semmel weis@gmail.com.
However, a recent paper demonstrated that epileptiform activity in some AD cases might be detectable only by foramen ovale (FO) electrodes and could be invisible on scalp electrodes [6] .
Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) is a group of clinically and neuropathologically different disorders representing approximately 15% of all neurodegenerative dementia cases [7] ; making it a prominent cause of cognitive deterioration. Its clinical symptoms are progressive changes in social behavior and personality as well as the loss of sensory and motor speech functions [8] . The pathological hallmark is the lobar degeneration of the frontal and temporal lobes. AD and FTD are similar in several respects, e.g., overlapping imaging findings and clinical syndrome [9] . While in AD, the primarily affected structure is the hippocampus leading to disturbed short-term memory and orientation, frontal lobe symptoms dominate in FTD. [10] .
While epilepsy is considered an important comorbidity of AD, only a few case studies investigated the co-occurrence of epilepsy in FTD [11] [12] , although the first epileptic FTD case has been described in 1958 [13] . The only study that focused on the prevalence of epilepsy in FTD demonstrated seizures in 5% of FTD patients [14] . Unfortunately, no data are available about the impact of epilepsy on FTD progression and clinical presentation.
With our report, we aim to highlight the importance of epileptological considerations in FTD. We explored epilepsy in a non-epileptic FTD patient by a well-known, but in this field not utilized diagnostic method -video-EEG monitoring with implanted FO electrodes -for the assessment of dementiaassociated epilepsy.
CASE REPORT
A 74-year-old retired white female accountant was admitted to our neurology department for progressive cognitive decline, which had started insidiously, about four years prior to admission. Her symptoms were difficulty with language, sensory dysphasia, impairment of memory, and overall disorientation. According to her husband, her first symptom was the inability to form uncommon and complex words, so aphasia was the most prominent deficit at symptom onset leading to impaired daily living activities. Her condition slowly deteriorated leading to a loss of everyday activities, becoming unable to perform simple tasks related to household, then to her personal hygiene. Her husband reported that the executive performance as well as her spatial and temporal orientation varied over time and showed frequent daily alterations. She had type-2 diabetes for 4 years well controlled with diet and metformin. She had atrial fibrillation necessitating preventive apixaban treatment. She has had hypertension and hypercholesterinemia for 5 years treated with the combination of simvastatin, betaxolol, valsartan, furosemide, and digoxin. She was taking paroxetin for depression. Her body mass index was 25 with normal vital parameters apart from arrhythmia. She was passive and apathic while in hospital; lying inactively in bed the whole time, often in a sleep-like state during the day and apparently remaining so in the night. She was sometimes cheerful, tolerating and cooperating reasonably well with any queries or interventions; she seemed friendly and quiet with no interest, motivations, or denial.
Her blood screen, TSH, and coagulation parameters were normal. Her cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) tau-level was 239 pg/ml (normal range: 341 ± 171 pg/ml), p-tau level was 24 pg/ml (normal range: 35.84-66.26 pg/ml), amyloid-␤ (A␤) level was 717 pg/ml (normal range: 797 ± 230 pg/ml), the A␤/tau ratio was 3, while the A␤/p-tau ratio was 29.88. Thus, the amyloid and tau levels in the CSF were in the normal range excluding AD. CSF ubiquitin or TDP-43 testing could not be performed.
The MRI brain scan revealed moderate small vessel disease with important diffuse cerebral atrophy, mainly affecting the frontal and temporal lobes with left side dominance (Fig. 1) .
To analyze structural results more precisely, hippocampal volumes and cortical thickness were calculated with FreeSurfer5.3 image analysis suite (freely available for download: http://surfer.nmr.mgh. harvard.edu). The technical details are demonstrated in previous reports, no changes were made to the pipeline. The image process contains motion correction, removal of non-brain tissue, automated Talairach transformation, segmentation of deep gray matter structures and subcortical white matter, intensity normalization, tessellation of white-gray matter boundary, automated topology correction and surface deformation following intensity gradients. Following the cortical models, Freesurfer managed deformable procedures such as surface inflation, registration to spherical atlas, parcellation of cerebral cortex into units and creation of different surface based data. Cortical models and results of segmentation were quality controlled.
Average left frontal thickness (in mm) was 1.79 ± 0.16, right frontal thickness was 2.01 ± 0.21, left temporal thickness was 2.33 ± 0.32, right temporal thickness was 2.45 ± 0.36, left parietal thickness was 2.01 ± 0.2 and right parietal thickness was 2.18 ± 0.29. The temporal and frontal values are below the normal ranges if we compare it to data from the literature, especially on the left side, while the parietals are relatively preserved, being in line with the previous reports on FTD [15] . The volume of the left hippocampus was 3301 mm 3 , and of the right was 3997 mm 3 . These values are in the normal range based on our previous study with the same analysis method [16] . However, the left hippocampus was significantly smaller showing 17.5% asymmetry which suggests pathological changes in the volume of left hippocampus besides the normal values. Volumetric asymmetry could be considered significant above 10%. The volume of the left entorhinal cortex was 1881 mm 3 , while that of the right was 1811 mm 3 . These values and the disappearance of the difference between the two sides indicate Alzheimer or frontotemporal pathology based on previous data [17] . Altogether, the left dominant frontotemporal thinning and normal parietal thickness, and the involvement of the entorhinal cortex suggested the morphometry of FTD [18] . The routine EEG showed 20-40 uV, 9-10 Hz alpha background with frontal beta activity. We detected occasional left temporal focal slowing. No specific epileptiform activity were seen. Detailed neuropsychological analysis including Addenbrooke's Cognitive Examination (ACE) was performed. This test has a high sensitivity (0.9) and specificity (0.93) in the differentiation of cognitive disorders, especially in the diagnosis of AD and FTD [19] . Her ACE score was 32/100. The Verbal-Language/Orientation-Memory ratio of ACE, which sensitively discriminates AD and FTD [20] , scored 1.9 suggesting FTD. The Mini-Mental State Examination score extracted from ACE [21] was 16/30. The neuropsychological results were consistent with a moderate cognitive decline. The most impaired cognitive domains were singleword retrieval in spontaneous speech and naming, reading, verbal short-term memory; whereas repetition, spatial orientation and grammar were relatively preserved. No early behavioral disinhibition, apathy/inertia, early loss of sympathy/empathy, presence of perseverative behavior and hyperorality were reported, so the diagnosis of behavior variant FTD was improbable [22] . Based on current diagnostic recommendations, we diagnosed primary progressive aphasia related to FTD [23] [24] . Based on the caregiver's report on the significant daily variability of her cognitive functions the presence of diffuse Lewy-body dementia was also considered. However, its core criteria as Parkinsonism or visual hallucinations were not present, therefore it was excluded. To assess the severity of cognitive fluctuation we used an easily applicable, bed-side test with high sensitivity in measuring visuo-spatial performance, the Corsi Block-Tapping Task (CBTT) [25] . We carried out CBTT with 2-3 items four times in one day; in better and worse cognitive periods (reported by the medical staff and her husband) and compared the number of correct answers with ANOVA analysis using the IBM SPSS20 software. We revealed significant differences in the results of the four trials (df: 3; Mean Square: 1.098; F: 4.567; p: 0.004). Based on both the neuropsychology scores and the history suggesting the possibility of non-convulsive seizureepisodes, we suspected concomitant epilepsy. Risk factors for developing epileptic seizures including definitive structural lesions on MRI, previous history of head trauma, childhood seizures, CNS infection, drug or alcohol dependency or electroconvulsive therapy were absent.
To disclose the potential epileptiform activity, we performed a 24-h Holter-EEG, followed by a 3-day-long continuous scalp video-EEG monitoring. We recorded one episode of slightly irregular rhythmic theta activity lasting for 20 s during light sleep in the right temporal leads. We also detected very rare bitemporal independent sharp waves with slight right dominance, possibly consistent with epileptiform activity [26] . The long-term EEG revealed disturbed sleep macrostructure with superficial night sleep, no deep sleep and very short REM sleep episodes; no sleep spindles or K complexes were found.
The EEG changes supported our suspicion that the significant fluctuations of her cognitive performance might be related to temporal lobe epileptic activity. Therefore, FO electrodes were surgically implanted (Fig. 2) under general anesthesia; and continuous video-EEG recording using both FO and scalp electrodes were performed for 4 days.
The national and institutional ethic committees approved the FO electrode implantations and the recording; the family of the patient gave written informed consent to the procedure. The FO electrode implantation and the video-EEG monitoring period were uneventful, no surgical complications, behavioral or cooperation issues occurred. Frequent neuropsychological testing with CBTT was carried out during monitoring. The patient perfectly complied so we could perform clean, artefact-free EEG recordings. The recordings revealed bilateral independent spikes on the FO leads; in average, 30 unambiguous single spikes on the right side and 4 on the left per day (Fig. 3) . We considered these graphoelements interictal spikes because of their paroxysmal appearance, the abrupt change in polar- . Bilateral, independent spikes on the left side (circles) with amplitudes lower than l00 V. In some cases, spikes were associated to beta runs with 11-12 Hz activity superimposed on 5 Hz theta elements (right side, marked with a rectangle). The spikes and beta-run-related spikes occurred predominantly in the right FO leads. None of them propagated to the scalp. ity, the typical spike duration (less than 70 ms) and because of their consistent temporal field distribution [27] . The spike activity occurred mainly during superficial NREM sleep, similarly to typical temporal epileptiform activity. We recorded runs of 11-12 Hz beta waves with or without 5 Hz theta elements and spike-like components, mostly during light NREM sleep, much less during wakefulness and none during the short REM periods, as well as >1 s long runs of sharp waves more often on the left side (Figs. 3  and 4) .
None of the epileptiform EEG events propagated onto the scalp electrodes. The spikes and sharp waves had an amplitude <l00 V, and occurred frequently in the FO electrodes. The FO revealed 15-16 Hz, crescendo-decrescendo beta spindles during wakefulness, frequently preceding movements (Fig. 4) .
Because of the occurrence of epileptiform discharges, we initiated clobazam treatment during the monitoring period, however there were no changes in the occurrence of epileptiform potentials and the neuropsychological performance following the drug administration in the next 2 days. According to some data, levetiracetam might be effective in AD-related epilepsy and it is easier to reach a steady state much earlier than clobazam [28] [29] , therefore we started levetiracetam and we plan close follow-up.
DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first report in the literature, exploring epilepsy using FO electrodes in a patient with FTD. Our report reinforces the findings of a recent FO study demonstrating hidden epileptic activity in two AD patients without a previous history of epileptic seizures; epileptiform activity could be hidden on scalp EEG in neurocognitive disorders being demonstrable only by deep electrodes [6] . Our 74-year-old female patient suffering from a subtype of FTD has never had overt epileptic seizures; however, an important daily variability of her cognitive performance has raised the possibility of underlying undetected epilepsy. Her routine EEG showed focal temporal slowing; the 24-hour EEG revealed a rhythmic theta run in the right temporal region with bitemporal sharp waves raising the suspicion of undetected interictal and dubious seizure activity. Monitoring with FO electrodes confirmed our suspicion of an underlying epilepsy; revealing different types of spikes and sharp waves. The finding of waking beta spindling in the FO leads is another gain, needing further studies and explanation.
Whereas it has recently been highlighted that epilepsy represents an important co-morbidity of AD [2] , studies are lacking on the prevalence of epilep- tic activity in FTD [30] . Because AD and FTD share a number of clinical and pathological features, the importance of comorbid epilepsy is possibly underestimated in FTD. As in AD, epileptiform discharges may accelerate the progression of the disease [3, 4] , therefore, there is an urgent need to pay more attention to FTD-associated epilepsy.
It is hard to diagnose epilepsy in dementia patients, especially the non-convulsive or clinically hidden seizures [31] . EEG is not frequently utilized in the assessment of cognitive decline; because dementia protocols [32] do not recommend it. The routine, 30 min long EEG performed during wakefulness has limited sensitivity even in patients with documented epilepsy, identifying only about 50% of epilepsy patients [33, 34] . Prolonged, serial and especially sleep EEGs have higher sensitivity [33, 35] , however, the few studies examining dementia patients with this method all focused on AD only [4, 35, 36] . FO implantation is a semi-invasive method providing the opportunity for parahippocampal recording without skull opening [37] . It has been found to be a relatively safe and highly sensitive method in the assessment of mesio-temporal epilepsy [38] . In the study of Torre et al. on temporal lobe epilepsy patients, 70% of 2,280 epileptiform discharges were captured only by FO electrodes and were not detected by scalp electrodes [39] . In the study of Clemens et al., FO spiking rate was 2-10 times higher than scalp spiking rate [40] . In a more recent study, monitoring with FO-electrodes proved to be accurate in 90% of presurgical evaluations in mesio-temporal epilepsy [41] . A new study demonstrated hidden epileptic activity in an AD patients with FO electrodes, where 95% of the epileptform spikes were not visible on the scalp electrodes [6] . Our findings are in line with these reports; the epileptiform discharges seen on the FO leads of our patient did not propagate to the scalp.
The identification of epileptiform discharges and epileptic seizures in primary dementia seems essential because they could augment the progression of neurodegeneration [3, 4] and compromise cognitive performance [42] . Based on our results, video-EEG monitoring with FO electrodes might importantly contribute to the clarification of dementia-associated epilepsy. Because FO implantation is a sophisticated neurosurgical intervention with the possibility of some complications, a careful patient selection is essential.
The additional gain of long-term EEG is that it can clarify the sleep structure and comorbid sleep disorders which can be treated improving the quality of life and also the cognitive performance of dementia patients [2, 43] . The lack of deep sleep is not surprising based upon the known data on slow wave sleep disruption [44] and peculiar microstructural sleep changes of FTD patients [45] . Apparently, sleep parameters are significantly affected and sleep disruption might start even earlier in FTD than in AD [46] . Studies focusing on the early preventive strategies in dementia are showing promising results [1] and it might be related to the increased physical activity which has a positive effect on the cardiovascular status and additionally; increases the quantity of deep sleep [47] . Medication with a potential to augment slow-wave sleep might be interesting future direction in dementia [48] . Further sleep studies might contribute to the early differentiation of the disorders as well [49] .
Finding 15-16 Hz beta spindle-like runs in the FO leads during active wakefulness in our patient is curious. To our knowledge, we are the first reporting spindle-like 16 Hz beta activity originating from the deep temporal regions in an awake patient with cortical dementia. The beta runs and spindles in our study were not seen on the scalp, only in the FO leads and were predominantly attached to motor and cognitive activity indicating that these phenomena might differ from sleep spindles. The elaboration of the biological significance of this activity requires further studies and comparisons to the findings of epilepsy studies using FO recordings.
In view of the morphological features and NREM sleep-related distribution of our patient's spikes and sharp waves as well as the variable cognitive performance, we suspect an underlying epilepsy.
It is always difficult to draw conclusions from a single case, however, our study calls attention to the possibility of epilepsy being important and under investigated feature in FTD. A limitation of our study is the presence of concomitant vascular disease (diabetes, hypertension) being possible risk factors for developing seizures. However, these conditions were well controlled with medication, the patient did not have diabetic complications as neuropathy or retionpathy and the MRI did not show severe vascular encephalopathy. Furthermore, major drawbacks of the FO method are its invasivity and the lack of previous results regarding neurocognitive disorders; making it difficult to clearly explain our findings. However, EEG monitoring with FO electrodesis a promising approach which might support the diagnosis and guide the treatment of epilepsy in patients with cognitive impairment, and open new perspectives in the research of dementia.
